Why Choose Us over Our Competitors for your webhosting needs?
Besides speaking to one of us in the previous days on the advantages of being with us for your hosting needs please read every line of the text below as it
will not only help you make the right decision but also update you with more information on the hosting industry.
What you cannot SEE: As a client you will never get to see the SERVER you have your website on. And therefore you actually never get to know if you are
being cheated by your service provider. Did you see your present server? We are absolutely sure you haven’t. So if somebody says they give you the world’s
best server then you shouldn’t be believing it either.
Therefore our company tries avoiding these statements and believes in giving a full circle complete satisfaction guarantee.
What you can SEE: As a client your web control panel can only show you:
1) The disk space allotted to you.
2) The email IDs you have been allotted.
3) And some add-on features.
As you can see this from your end, here we promise to give you much more than what you are presently getting.
Besides do you experience any one of these?
1) Complaints with your emails being not delivered or vice versa?
2) Usual comments with your website having trouble in opening up OR just not opening up in certain countries?
And sadly all this happens while you are always maintaining your hosting account resources in its allotted limits?
If your answer to any one of the above questions is YES then even if your present service provider is using the best configured server in the world he has
OVER SOLD HIS SERVER SPACE and because of this you will always be at the receiving end.
Now what does “OVER SOLD SERVER SPACE” mean?
As an example it simply means – That the server on which your emails or website is hosted is filled with too many websites than it should have.
In other words consider a server of 80GB having 1000 websites hosted on it and each of these websites are subscribed with a 100mb account each and are
using an average of 50mb as their size on this server then the calculation of the server space used would be – 50mb x 1000 websites = 50,000mb now
converting this into GB works out to 50GB of server space used out of 80GB. That means only 30GB free space for good performance.
But now what happens if all of a sudden 200 clients out of these use up their full 100mb in a weeks time. As by right they can. Then your server is left with
only 20GB free space.
Oppss… God Bless – Now if only 10 people log on to the net at the same time and open up 1 website out of the 1000 from the your server its going to put the
server run slow. Since 10 websites x 50mb website = 500mb that’s almost ½ GB at one corresponding click is that going to work? NO its not. Does your PC
respond quick to ½ GB download?
Therefore Over Selling is not good for any purpose and a service provider should keep this in mind and sell only about a maximum of 50% to 70% space. As
in the above example 100mb x 1000 clients = 100GB was sold when there was actually only 80GB in the server.
And yes we are still left with other specifics like:
1) The number of emails being sent and received and at what time by the 1000 clients and the file size of each one of them etc.
2) Unexpected traffic or clicks on some of the websites out of these 1000 client website.
3) Spamming with bulk email marketing software by any one in the shared hosting plan.
4) Continuous spamming by an outsider on your email ID and your website
These and more are the reasons why we believe customers should do a shift to us for all their hosting needs as we do understand the complexity
of the hosting environment and perform it much responsibility.
Often it’s seen that hosting customers still use free bees like Yahoo/Gmail/Hotmail/Rediff while they do have their proprietor/corporate email IDs.
Not any more join us and show your identity as a business person with your personal website email ID as you will never drop on your emails as long as you
stay in your allotted account resource limits.
By now we are sure that you might have understood some statistics of our industry. Besides by joining us you enjoy many more other aspects of this industry.
That is YOU GET EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF.
Right from Domain registration, Website Designing and Programming, Consultation for Online business promotion, Webhosting etc. So you see you won’t be
left alone in your technological developments.
Please check the loading speed of the websites below. The server on which your website will be hosted will be the similar in configuartion as used by these
websites.
www.websitedesignerseo.com
www.eximpromoter.com
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